A Complimentary Issue

The first, second, and third issues of THE TECH will be distributed free to the underclassmen. Hence, they may have an opportunity to see the paper that has to offer. The student is encouraged to read Tech, News, Sports, and Intercollegiate News. It is through the undergraduate Notice Column that Social and Activity notices are given out. By reading THE TECH, students are informed of everything that is happening around the campus and the city. Subscriptions will be on sale in the main lobby and at the business office, room 202 Walker Memorial Hall, beginning on Monday and continuing through all of next week. The rate is 50 cents. As single copies for five cents each and there will be 42 issues throughout the year. Any single copy Rate: $2.10 by subscribing NOW. SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.

M. I. T. STUDENT HEADS HEALTH WORK

Philip L. Riley, Editor, in the Department of Biology and Public Health at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has been appointed Director of Health Work. The position which he will assume in August is a new one in the department of biology. The college in 1927, will direct the program of 140,000 men and women for some 14,000 students. Mr. Riley was appointed by the New Haven Board of Education as Director of Health Work from September 1, 1927. Mr. Riley is a graduate of the Board of Education from the Department of State Health of the State of Massachusetts.
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THE TECH BOOK LIST

ROBERT BURLINGTON
Richard Halliburton, Indiana
Burlington Company

In the history of the world there have been many books that enable
the reader to gain some insight into the background of the
reader's home country. This country has given to the world
landscapes, tongues of the poet and the philosopher.

FENWY

"Cohens and Kotzky"—With Charles
Edgar F. Brumby and George
"The Beauty Sheepers"

Reading a book is no easier than making a new acquaintance. It is
difficult to win the friendship of Cohen and S6
problem even for the astral traveler but an incarceration extends
the problem. An interesed reader

—

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE NEWS

THE THOROUGHNESS OF THE BOSTON EVENING TRANSCRIPT

An excellent department devoted to all phases of College and School activities, and in its general news and magazine articles is always stories of interest to students preparing for college or in college.

EVERYONE READS THE

THE TRANSCRIPT WITH ITS WEALTH OF EDUCATIONAL AND LITERARY NEWS IS EREMIMENTLY THE NEWSPAPER FOR THE STUDENT

EDGERTON IS ALWAYS GOOD ON THE DRAW

Subscription Drive Opens

Monday, September 26

$2.10
HALLAHAN AND MALSTROM
Share Camp Title Honors
With Nine Point Totals

Displaying all the form and speed of the ancient Greeks, Technology students at the summer swimming camp in Maine literally ran themselves ragged, each giving his best efforts to win the annual athletic meet on Labor Day. The weather was perfect, and coming after a forty-day deluge, served as an incentive to drive all the contestants to better and nobler things.

In closely was the most contested and no one individual was chosen as highest point scorer. Individual honours were shared jointly by Jack Malstrom, varsity heavyweight, and Bill Haines, varsity four. On the water, Bill Haines had that prospective members for the Cardinal and Gray eight are expected to report at the

"COOP" is the official source of required textbooks and supplies in every course.

INSTITUTE EIGHTS
LOOK FORWARD TO
WINNING SEASON

Mass Meeting Is Planned For
Wednesday Afternoon
At Boat House

NEW SHELLS PROCURED

Once again the call for crew outfitting came with the announcement from head coach Bill Haines that all prospective members for the Cardinal and Gray eights are expected to report at the boat house during the first week of school.

Coach Bill Haines Issues
The First Call For Technology Oarsmen

Friday, Sept. 22, 1927

THE TECH

SURVEYORS HOLD ANNUAL FIELD DAY

Hallahan and Malstrom

 degrees.

Wielbel Wins Fast Dash

Conditions for honors in the dash came out in such numbers that heat running was necessary. It was certainly intended to stage a four yard dash but close measurements proved that eighty yards was the longest stretch available. Display and the strides of a venerate, Hallahan led his field in the initial heat. Hallahan and Wielbel then proceed to show the spectators eight cylinder speed by breaking the tape in a dead heat, nine tenths.

The final was almost as close with Wielbel not grasping the victory.

Wielbel outdistanced Malstrom in the half mile, being apparent that the paper had been printed by one of the largest press runs in the city, apparently in good faith, but the names of those responsible, if they were learned, were not made public.
START COURSE IN NAVAL R.O.T.C. HERE

Will Qualify Men for Special Commission (U.S. Naval Reserve)

(Continued from Page 1)

They will be given approximately ten hours of dual instruction, at the completion of which they will be examined as to their ability to fly alone; if the check flight is satisfactory, they will be given an additional flight with a safety pilot. The safety pilot is merely a precaution to insure maximum safety. The course is normally in charge of the major or lieutenant. During the training of the first term, this subject will be included as a requisite along with aerology, navigation, seamanship, and gunnery. These subjects will be taught by Naval Officers. The students following the third year will be given over to advanced flight training; the students will be required to take an additional 45 days devoted to advanced training, the student will be paid in accordance with the regular Navy pay for second class seamen, which amounts to about $84.00 per month. The student will be paid in accordance with the regular Navy pay for second class seaman, which amounts to about $84.00 per month.

Eligible for Commission

If the student has completed all the work required by the Navy, he is eligible for a commission in the Naval Reserve as an Ensign (Aviation Pilot) or Aviation Cadet, and is allowed to fly alone in Navy airplanes. This training prepares the student for his commission as a Naval Officer and for the rank of Ensign in the Navy Reserve. The student will be paid in accordance with the regular Navy pay for second class seaman, which amounts to about $84.00 per month.

FRESHMEN ATTENTION

For Quality Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing, see

DAVID CASSO
Tech Students’ Tailor for the past 18 years.

411 MARLBORO STREET, Boston, Mass.

SUITS

for Dress and Sport wear

CAPS, GLOVES, BANDANAS

IMPORTED GOLF JACKETS

COATS

Agents for Burgundy Holland cloth coats

353 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., BOSTON